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Abstract: The purpose of this research is to provide a framework to evaluate the economic
effects forthe development of ITS. The framework covers both direct and indirect industry
impacts. The evaluation framework applies a semi-closed input-output (VO) model that
effectively estimates the economic impacts of the development of ITS. The economic impacts
include output effect, income effect, and employment effect. To demonstrate the feasibility of
employing the proposed fiamework, numerical tests are conducted based on the potential
development and deployment of ITS in Taiwan. The test results show that the total outputs for
ITS (development / deployment) in Taiwan will generate total value of $3.81 - 94.96billion
US dollars, increase household's income by $0.61- 19.8 billion US dollars, and create 16
thousands - I million jobs. The evaluation results have provided both the public and private
sectors with useful information in allocating their limited resources for the developmint and
deployment of ITS.
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l.INTRODUCTION

Trafiic congestion and safety have caused serious problems in most metropolitan areas around
the world. These problems are due to the unbalanced supply and demand of transportation
services / systems, lack of travel information, and ignorance of transportation externality. In
order to overcome the above problems, the applications of advanced technologies (such as
information, communication, and remote control devices, etc.) to the operations of existing
transportation systems have been widely adopted. This new transportation architecture ii
called: Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). It is recognized that ITS will not only have
significant impacts on the transportation sectol but also have direct and indirect impacts on
ITS related industry. However, most current research has been focusing on the investigation
of technical issues and the direct impacts on the transportation sector itself. Moreovir, the
work concerning the economic impacts of ITS are usually evaluated from 'a qualitative point
of view with the major concern on the direct impacts of ITS, which cannot reasonably caiture
the total impacts of ITS, especially for the industry sector.

The purpose of this research is to provide a framework to evaluate the economic impacts for
the development of ITS (see Figure l). Figure I demonstrates that under different ITS
development scenarios, the impacts of ITS include transportation effects, social effectg and
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economic effects. This paper will be focusing on the evaluation of economic impacts of ITS'

ii,. 
"ronoric 

impacts-include output effect-, income effect, and employment effect' In the

fiopor"a framework, a semi-closed input-output model has been developed' By incorporating

Itreiocat survey results ofthe forecastt fot tt" final demands ofITS related industry sectors in

it" ,f,o.t+"t ir years), mid-term (5 years), and long-term (10 year-s) stages' it is found that

the total outpui, for ITS (development / diployment) in Taiwan-will generate total value of

S:.gf - S+.90 biltion US aoUars, increase household's income by $0.61 - 19.8 billion US

dollars, and create 16 thousands - I million jobs. The evaluation results have provided both

ifr" puUfir and private sectors with useful information in allocating their limited resources for

the development and deployment of ITS.
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ITS Impacts Analysis

Figurel Framework for ITS Impacts Analysis

2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATTIRE REVIEW

Since the Intermodal Surface Transportation Effrciency Act of 1991, the area ofITS has been

developed from a conceptual stage into physical projects in the United States. Howeveg the

studies of ITS benefits in U.S. have been focusing on the transportation sector itsel{, including

cost reduction in transportation infrastructures, savings on travel times / accidents, increase of
customer satisfaction, and reduction of pollutant emission / fuel consumption [FHWd 1997;

proper, 1999]. The evaluation ofcost / benefit results from field operation tests or based on

the'forecastJ for future application of ITS technologies is generally ad-hoc. Ther.efore,

benefit-cost ratio plays an importation role in most benefit-evaluation reports. These benefits

ofthe evaluation p.o"err are usually referred to the benefits on transportation related issues.

Japan has similar situation on ITS benefit studies, since the goals of ITS in Japan are based on

the scope of U.S. with a highlight on environment protection. The goals for the dwelopment
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ofITS in Europe have broader range in which they cover not only the transportation system
and environment but alsoJake the industry impacts into account. ih" r"port, concerning ITS
benefits assessment in Europe, howeveq do not provide quantitative analyses oi tt.
economics impacts. Indeed, the investment (mosi fiom the public sectors) in ITS
infrastructure would certainly leverage on the existing telecommunications, because it takes a
tremendous amount of capital to build ITS communication services [chen et al., lggg]. A
market report by Business Communications Company Inc. forecasted that total U.S.
expenditures of ITS for consumeq commercial and-pu6lic applications will grow to $14billion US dollars by 20O2[Microwave Journal, rri1. xu.lawa estimated tha-t the global
market value for wireless intelligent vehicle system would-be increased. to more th; $5
billion US dollars by 2005 [Kujawa, 1999]. These reports show the notable economic impacts
of the development of ITS. In fact, it is understandible that not only the telecommunication
sector' othei ITS related industry sectors will also have significant impacts directly and
indirectly. This research aims to provide a general frameworkihat incorporates the economic
benefits (impacts) assessment into the "traditional transportation" benefits evaluation process.

3. METHODOLOGY

This research has provided an input-output based model to estimate the economic impacts of
the development of ITS. It has been proved [Chu et a1.,2000] that a semi-closed VO model
outper(orms the open-form VO models. Therefore, the framework being developed and tested
is a sem)-closed VO model.

3.1 Basic Formulation

An VO model can be expressed in general as follows:

(r)

[q, *r,,
1,,, *

I
[r,, + r,,

*........+rri +....+{, +Yr= X,

...........1X2i +....+ x2n*Y, = )(,

-f*, *Y, = f,, (i:1,2,3, , n) (2)

wherexi is the output of the i" industry sector,'x1y represents the amount of input of theJ/,
industry sector used to produce output of the ind'ustry sector i, xi, and, r, means the final
demands of the l" industry sector, which includes householit consumption" private
investment, government expense, and net export. Equation (2) is the total output;dth"7
sector, x;, is equal to total intermediate demands, xt7; plus final demands of itris industry
sector, -l',.

The technical (improvement) relationship between input and output is called input coefficient
or technical coefficient, a;.1, i.e.,

+xrr+.....+xrr+Yr= X,

(3)o, =*/*,
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Based on the assumption of VO model theorerq a, is assumed to be fixed. Therefore equation

(l) can be further simplified by the following equation with appropriate vector-matrix

dimensions:

Ir -,tlx =r

where I is the input coeffrcient matrix, and lI-Al is called the

non-singular, then X can be solved by the following equation:

y =lt - tl'r
where [-r{]-1 is called the degree of inter-industry relationship, and it is-the Leontief inverse

matrix.-Equation (5) indicates the input-output relationship of Leontiefs theorem.

ln equation (4), ifthe final demands , Y, areall 
"*ogenors 

sectors,lhen it is an open VO model,

otherwise ilany one sector in l is endogenous, then it is called semi-closed VO model. A

typical semi-closed VO model assumes the household sector to be endogenous. In a

semi-closed VO model, the input coeffrcient matrix l* adds one mor.e row of household's

earning coefficients, and one more column of household's consumption coefftcients to the

matri; of A in equation (4). Since a semi-closed form of VO model could take the

inter-relationships of household's sector into account, it is a much desirable model for

analyzing indusiry impacts of transportation policy [Chu et al., 2000]. The VO model referred

below is a semi-closed form model.

3.2 Multiplier Analysis

impacts due to the change of the final demands

effect, and employment effect. These effects are

The output multiplier of a semi-closed UO model is defined as follows:

LX t Ly =lt - tf' (6)

where lY is the change of the final demands, and AXis the effect of the final demand change

on total output.

i.2.2 Income Multiplier

The income multiplier of a semi-closed VO model is defined as follows:

LW tly =.qnlt -,ql' O)

where Ani is the diagonal matrix of the household's sector, and AW is the total income. impacts

due to the change ofthe final demands.

3.2.3 Employment Multiplier

The employment multiplier of a semi-closed UO model is defined as follows:
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LLt LY = t It - ,ql-' (8)

where Z is the employment coefficient matrix, and AL is the total employment impacts as a
result ofthe change ofthe final demands.

4. DEFINITION OF ITS INDUSTRY

It has been identified 7 prioritized ITS development areas to be promoted in Taiwan. They are
ATMS, ATIS, APTS, cvo, EMS, EPS, and AVCss. Based on the prioritized development
areas, and mapping these areas into corresponding industry sectors, we have defined the ITS
related industry as shown in Table l. Specifically, the ITS related industry can be briefly
categorized into two main domains: l) the area of introduced technology, including industry
sectors of communications, electronics, information, consultant services, and construction; Z)
the. area of basic transportation infrastructure / services, including (surfaced) transportation
and transportation service sectors. ITS industry has traditionally been focusing on advanced
technology related sectors. In fact, partial ITS benefits are attributed to aaded value of
existing transportation infrastructure / services. Therefore, in defining ITS industry we need
to take both introduced technologies and basic transportation infraitructure / services into
considerations.

5. DAIA DESCRIPTION AND ESTIMATION PROCESS

The main objective of this research is to investigate the economic effects of the development
of ITS. To demonstrate the feasibility of employing the proposed framework, *" har"
obtained the "Table for Inter-industry Relationships in Taiwan-of 1996 (160 sectors)',. To
focus on ITS related industry in ihe evaluation process, the 160-sector inter-industry
relationship table is further modified into a 48-sector table by composing and decomposing
the relevant elements of the corresponding rows / columns in the 160-sector table (matrix).
The economic effects are further analyzed in the light of the modified table.

5.1 Estimation of Output Effect

To analyze the output effect, we need to forecast the final demands for tTS related industry at
diffe-rent development stages (to be detailed in section 5.4). By multiplying the incremeni of
the final ilpinands of ITS by the corresponding VO table, one can obtainthJoutput effect as a
result of developing ITS.

5.2 Estimation of Income Coeflicient and Multiptier

Income coefticient, or the direct income effect, is the transfer of the change of final demands
into that of household's earning. In the proposed semi-closed VO model, thi income multiplier
is as follows.

Income Multiplier: (direct + indirect + induced income effects) / direct income effect

5.3 Estimation of Employment Coeflicient and Multiptier

Employment coefticient of the irr industry Z;, is the ratio of labor input and output. Since the
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48-sector UO table does not include the employment sectot therefore we have obtained the

..ptov.*, coefficients and multipliers based on a simplified 38-sector vo table

5.4 Demands for ITS Related IndusttT

To forecast the final demands for ITS related industry at various development stages, we have

;;"dr;r"d a questionnair. ,u*.y by employing the Delphi method. A_group of respondents

with various ixpertises were asked-to forecast the final .demands for ITS related industry at

different development stages under three scenarios: optimistic, fair,- and conservative' The

forecast of the final demanls comes to a conclusive result in terms of less variance after a few

runs of the survey. Table 2 shows the survey results'

6. NUMERICAL TEST RESULTS

The ITS related VO tables and the forecasted final demands for ITS related industry are

inputted to the proposed framework to estimate the economic effects of ITS' These effects are

foiecasted atthl sfiort, mid, and long-term development stages underthree scenarios'

6.1 Output Effects

.we have evaluated the output effects for the development of ITS under three scenarios at the

short, mid, and long-term development stages. Take fair scenario for example, in the

short+ermif years) It is estimatedihat the So.lScl billion US dollars of final demands for

ITS will g.n"rut. $3.8071 billion US dollars of total value, in which contribute to ITS related

industry $1.0227 billion US dollars.

In the mid-term (5 years), the 3.0617 billion US dgllars of final demands for ITS will generate

total value of $ I 5. 1924 tittion US dollars for the whole economic system, in which contribute

to ITS related industry $4.1368 billion US dollars'

Finally, as shows in Table 3, in the long-term (10 years), th9 
.$.19 

09!i billion uS dollars of
final demands for ITS will generate totil value of $94.9581 billion US dollars for the whole

economic systen\ in which Jontribute to ITS related industry $25.6422 billion US dollars.

To sum the overall output effects ofITS development, the output value ofITS related industry

accounts for 25-2'7Yo of total output of the economic system. Moreover, the output effeg in

terms of monetary value of ITS rllated industry is 1.3 times of the final demands for ITS, in

which information hardware, fine manufacturing, communication service, and information

service industry sectors have significant output effects.

6.2 Income Effects

Table 4 shows the income coefiicients and multipliers of the investigated industry sectors. It is

seen from the column of income coeffrcients that most industry sectors of the ITS basic

transportation service area have greater income coefficients than the average level of the

entiri industry. It means that the divelopment of the ITS related industry sectors of the basic

transportatio; service area (e.g., surfaced transportation, transportation service, travel service,

etc.) atd beneficial to the increase of household's income.

In table a, it is.also shown that most of the income multipliers of the ITS related industry
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sectors of the introduced technology area are greater than the average level of.the entire
industry whereas the income multipliers of the ITS related industri sectors of the basic
transportation service area are relatively less. These results indicate that the aevetopment oi
ITS related industry seclors of the introduced technology area is helpful for the enhancement
of total income. In conclusion, the development of ITS has positive Lf""ts on the increase of
total income.

In quantiSing the income eflects, the proposed semi-closed VO model was employed to
evaluate the potential effects. Table 5 shows the income effects of the developm"nt of lfS
under three scenarios at the long-term development stage. As shown in Table 5, the
development of ITS will increase total income up to $10.5161,14.9132, and 19.7990 bittion
US dollars at the conservative, fair, and optimistic development scenarios, respectively. It is
also shown that ITS related. industry of communication service, iniormation serrice,
consultant service, and surfaced transportation have significant income effects. These foui
industry sectors account for 26Yo oftotal income effects.

6.3 Employment Effects

In analyzing the employment effects of the development of ITS, we first obtain the
employment coefficients and multipliers of the investigated industry sectors as shown in
Table 6. It is shown in Table 6 that for those labor-inteniive ITS related industry sectors, the
employment coefficients are greater than the average level of the entire economic ,yri"..
These industry sectors have generally larger employment multipliers, which means the
development of these ITS related industry has a posiiivi effect on thi creaiion of ne* *orun!
opportunities.

It is further estimated that, under the fair scenarici, the development of ITS will create 2g
thousands, l2l thousands, and 781 thousands jobs at the short, mid, and long-terrn stages,
respectively. The quantitative estimation results for the long-term developm-ent stage-are
shown in Table 7. It is also shown that the industry sectors oi information service, su-rfaced
transportation, communication service, and fine manufacturing industry have significant
employment effects. These four industry sectors account for t9% of total employmeni effects.
It is meant that the development of these ITS related industry sectors will riquire significant
labor forces.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FTITI'RE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

This research has proposed an VO based model that estimates the economic effects of the
development of ITS. The main contribution of this research is that the proposed framework
provides a systematic mechanism to estimate the economic impacts foittr6 development of
ITS. Specifically, the total output effect, income effect, and employment effect are forecasted
under three scenarios of estimation at various development stages. To test the validity and
feasibility of the proposed model, local ITS developmint data wire employed. The proposed
framework has been shown to be capable of Uuitaing a desirable bridge between the
transportation and industry viewpoints for the estimation of ITS potential impacts.

In the numerical analysis, it is found that the development / deployment of ITS in Taiwan will
generate total value of $3.81- 94.96 billion US dollars, increase household's income by $0.61
- 19.8 billion US dollars, and create 16 thousands - 1 million jobs. The evaluatiorresults
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have provided both the public and private secJors with useful information in allocating their

limited resources for the development and deployment of ITS'

The research has the following limitations, and it is recommended that the issues listed below

are worthy of future research.

1) Definition of ITS Industry

ITS involves the applications ofadvanced technologies to the transportation sggtprj gne

can hardly define lxactly the ITS industry. Future research seeks to realistically define

tiS inaustry in the sense that the investigation o!!9* much percentage of a certain

industry sector contributing to the development of ITS is a critical point to be clarified.

2) Forecast of the Final Demands for ITS

This research has employed the Delphi method to forecast the possible demands for ITS

at various development ,t"g... However, these forecasted demands may vTy based on

the responses of different goup of respondents. It may also vary as the time horizon

moves fonuard. Therefore,-we need to periodically update these forecasted demands

once further data are available.

3) Estimation of Complete ITS Benefits

This research has provided the preliminary evaluation results concerning the economic

effects ofITS. To capture the overall benefits ofITS, it needs to incorporate the impacts

of the transportation sector. The assessment of these impacls includes: traffrc safety,

transportation mobility and effrciency, and environmental concerns (i.e., air pollution and

energy consumption): By incorporating the impact assessment of the transportation

sec6; it is able to piovide a complete picture of potential benefits in the development /

deployment of ITS.
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Transportation

Passenger Transport * * * *
Freight Tlanspolt * * *

Surfaced
Transportation

Suomned
* * * *

Related Service

Iransportation
Service * *

Travel Service * *
Warehousinq * *

Telecommunication
Service * * * * * * *

Communication
Service * * * * * * *

Financial Service *
Auto Service * * * * *

Emergency and
Medical Service * * * * * * *
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Table I ITS Industry and the Relationships with ITS Development Areas
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Table2 Forecasts for the Final Demands of tTS Related Industry

Unit : billion US dollars

Industry Sector

Short-term Mid-term Long-term

Optimis
ttc

Fair Optrmis
tic

Fair Conserv
adve

Fan Conserv
ativeative tic

E"
o
A.
Fl
6'o
a
o
o

0c

a
A)

Cable / Wireline 0.0059 0.0039 0.002( 0 0221 0.0174 0.012( 0 1466 0.1199 0.093i

Information
Hardware

0.0715 0.052( 0.026 0.2933 0.2298 0.166: 1.9399 r.586t 1.233',,

Communication
Media

0.013( 0.0091 0.004( 0.0511 0.0404 0.o29i 0 3406 0.218( 0.216(

Fine
Manufacturine

0.0913 0.061i 0.031 0.345', o.2'108 0.196( 2.286 1.869! 1.4531

Public Work 0.047( 0.031 0.016: 0.1803 0. l4l3 o.t02t l. 1923 0.9754 0.758:

Construction
Eneineerine

0.019( 0.0131 0.0061 0.0741 0.058I 0.042( 0.4902 0.401( 0.3ll

Consultant
Service

0.054r 0.0368 0.018; 0.2076 0.t626 0. I 17: 1.372( t.t22t 0.87'3(

lnlbnnahon
Service

0.133 0.0893 0.045i 0.5040 0.3949 0.285', 3 333I 2.1264 2.ttg',

Auto
Manufacturine

0.0145 0 0099 0.005( 0.0483 0.0291 0.0123 0.2042 0. l160 0.034t

Eo
A,h26:t.

kEg
E a,g\o

@aos
3.8o=o

Other Surfaced
Transoortation

0.0256 0.0213 0.0171 0.111 0.082( 0.055( 0.51I 0.3661 0.23t

Transportation
Service

0.0265 0.0206 0.015( 0. l2l6 0.0834 0.049; 0.126i o.462l 0.241

Travel Service 0.0020 0.0011 0.000 0.008J 0.004( 0.0011 0.038i 0.0219 0.007,

Warehousing 0.0159 0.01l0 0.0069 0.066( 0.0464 0.029i 0.388: 0.260t 0.155(

Communlcalron
Senice

0.208? 0.1423 0.0869 0.966t 0.579( 0.2184 5.7254 3.51O9 1.794

Auto Service 0.0181 0.012: 0.00?( 0.0s94 0.040( 0.023t 0.306, 0.2134 0. l29t

Total o.1541 0.5 159 0.2903 3.061t 2.r82 1.400t 19.00 l3 14.032t 9.6554
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Table 3 Output Effects of ITS Related Indufi for the Investigated 48 Industry Sectors'

(Long-term)

Unit : billion US dollars

Note: * The proposed semi+losed VO model includes the household sector as the 48dr industry sector.

Sector
No.

Industry Sector Forecasted Final Demands Total Output
Optimistic Fair Conservati

ve
Optimistic Fair Conservati

ve
I Cable / Wireline 0.1466 0. ll99 0.0932 0.5616 0.4388 0.3202
12 Information Hardware 1.9399 1.5868 1.2337 2.3205 1.8891 l.46ll
t7 Communication Media 0.3406 0.2786 0.2166 0.5026 0.3878 0.2828
22 Auto Manufacturing 0.2042 0. I 160 0.0348 1.5 105 t.0782 0.6864
24 Fine Manufacturing 2.2860 1.8699 t.4539 2.7693 2.2504 t.7371
28 Public Work t.t923 0 9753 0.7583 r.2t45 0.992r 0.7702
29 Construction Eneheerins 0.4902 0.4010 0.31l8 0.9633 0.7320 0.5236
32 Other Surfaced Transportation 0.5t l2 0.366 I 0.2319 1.4't35 1.0985 0.7548
34 kansporation Service 0.7263 0.4620 0.2415 0.9795 0.65 t 7 0.3139
35 Iravel Service 0.0382 0.02 t 9 (.).0074 0.1200 0.0838 0.05 t4
36 Warehousine 0.3882 0.2608 0. I 556 0.4846 0.3334 0.2067
38 Communication Service 5.'t250 3.5109 t.7941 6.9012 4.3295 2.3t40
40 Sonsultant Service 1.3726 r.1228 0.8730 t.6921 1.3706 1.0543
4l nformation Service 3.3331 2.7264 2.tt9'7 3.5332 2.8',774 2.2262
46 Auto Service 0.3067 0.2t34 0.1298 0.6099 0.4424 o.29t3

Non ITS Related IndusW 69.3 159 52.7385 37.6500
Total 19.0013 t4.0320 9.6554 94.9581 71.6943 50.7039
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Sector
No.

Industry Sector Income
Coefficient

Rank Income
Multiplier

Rank

lr Sable / Wireline 0.1489 33 1.3946 t2

t2 lnformation Hardware 0. I I63 4I 8.8226 5

11 Communication Media 0.1394 36 1.3629 l3

22 Auto Manufacturing 0 0991 47 9.2509

24 tine Manufacturing 0.2017 25 5.6343 2l
28 \rblic Work 0.2400 20 5.23t4 25

29 lonsfruction Engneering o.30'12 l6 4.0114 29

3i2 )ther Surfaced Transportation 0.4445 l0 2.8362 31

34 fransportation Service 0.4651 8 2.8046 39

35 lravel Service 0.4112 '7 21539 40

36 Warehousing 0.33 l4 l3 2.9840 36

38 lommunication Service o.2906 t8 2.6016 42

40 lonsultant Service 0.5058 5 2 5662 43

4l lnformation Service 0.4115 6 2.4652 45

46 Auto Service 0.3408 L2 3.353E JJ

loo 
chih'PengcHU and Shou-Ren HU

Table 4Incoms Coeffrcients and Multipliers of ITS Related Industry among 48 Sectors

Table 5 Income Effects of ITS Related Industry for the Investigated 48 Industry Sectors"
(Long-term) 

unit : billion uS dollars

counting excluded

from the 48-sector UO table

Sector
No

Industry Sector Total Income Efects
Optimistic Fair Conservative

l1 Cable / Wireline 0.0845 0.0653 0.04'17

t2 lnformation Hardware 0.2699 0.2191 0.1699

l7 Communication Media 0.0701 0.0541 0.0394
a1 Auto Manufasturing 0.t497 0.1069 0.0680

24 Fine Manufacturins 0.5586 0 4540 0.3504

28 Public Work 0.2914 0.238 t 0.1848

29 Construction Enelneerins 0.2959 0.2249 0.1609

32 Other Surfaced Tn 0.6550 0.4883 0.3355

34 Iransporadon Service 0.4561 0 3035 0. l?4 I
35 Travel Service 0.0565 0.0395 0.0242

36 Warehousins 0.1606 0. ll05 0 0685

38 cation Service 2.0055 1.2582 0.6125

40 Consultant Service 0.8558 0.6933 0.5333

4l lnformation Service 1.6873 r.314t 1.0631

46 Auto Service 0.2078 0 1508 0.0993

Non ITS Related Indusw I 1.9941 9.1323 6.5245

Total t9.19N t4.9r32 l0.516l
** to avoid double counting the income effect of the household sector. the household sector is
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Sectors"*
Sector

No.
Industry Sector Employment

Coefficient
Rank Employment

Multiplier
Rank

t2 Communication Media 0.2542 33 1.5033 32

i4 Auto Manufacturing 0.2419 35 t.3289 34

l6 iine Manufacturing 0.572r 16 3.4940 l5
20 ?ublic Work 0.5884 l4 3.6806 t2
2t lonstruction Engineering 0.5884 3.52t2 t4
t4 )ther Surfaced Transponation 0.9757 4 5.4IL2 5

26 Iransportation Service 0.5913 1l 3.2501
2',1 Warehousing 0 4928 20 2.2s73 26
29 Communication Service 0.2160 36 0.?686 37
3l Sonsultant Service 0.7273 8 3.8840 9

32 nformation Service 0.5904 t2 2.9045 20
3',? A.uto Service t.0024 3 5.4655 4

t0l
A Framework on the Estimation of the Economic Effects of lntelligent Transportation Systems

Table 6 Employment Coeffrcients and Multipliers of ITS Related Industry among 38 Industry

Note *** due to data avaitability, only partial ITS related ildustry sectors are analyzed.

Table 7 Employment Effects of ITS Related Industry forthe Investigated 38 Industry Sectors

(Long+erm)

Unit jobs

Sector
No.

IndusE],Sector Total Employment Efrects
Ootimistic Fair Conservative

t2 Communication Media 3.833 2,958 2,t51
l4 Auto Manufacturins 10.960 1,824 4,980
l6 Fure Manufacrurine 47,529 38,623 29,813
20 Public \lbrk 2t.437 I7.51 I 3,596
2t 3onstruction Ensineerine 17,003 t2,92t 9,243
21 f, ther Surfaced Transportation 43.129 32.154 22,094
26 Transportation Service 19.502 13,046 '7.543
2i Warehousing 7,t64 4,929 3,05s
29 Communication Service 41,126 28,059 t4.997
3l Consultant Service 36,919 29.905 23,003
32 Information Service 62.5',76 50.962 39,429
37 Auto Scrvice 18,342 13,304 8.759

Non ITS Related Indusw 694,53 I 529;t26 379.291
Total t.o27,651 781.923 557,960
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